Go4orienteering: a revolution in orienteering exercises
Introduction
Can you imagine a standard set of orienteering exercises, that can be used by every school and
that need no map of the school terrain? The Go4orienteering (Go4O) exercises are the answer!
They are readymade, can be used immediately and are adapted to the school environment.
The goal of Go4O is to bring the sport of orienteering into
schools (or in countries new to orienteering). Many teachers
do not know exactly what orienteering actually is. They think
quickly that you need a forest and a special coach to teach
instead of themselves.
That is why the idea has grown to create a standard set of
exercises which can be used by every teacher in every school,
with no need of a map of the school surroundings. The map
can of course be realized afterwards, but in the meantime
elementary exercises can be started. Many examples of these
exercises can be found on the internet, but you still have to
develop them yourself. This Go4O set of exercises ends all
that! These exercises are ready to go, are ready to be used
and are adapted to the school environment.
The technical skills of orienteering are taken into consideration. In the beginning it is about
keeping the map orientated, working in front of you (to keep your position behind the map) and
to keep contact with the map. But the exercises can also be used to practice the routine actions
at the controls (quickly moving away from the control, knowing in which direction to leave),
reading the map while running, looking ahead and planning ahead (solving problems before hand),
and so on. These basics skills of orienteering are learned in an intuitive way.
The two main sets are the indoor and outdoor exercises and the simulation training. Of course,
the exercises are well suited for club trainings and for the development of orienteering training
for youngsters also.

The indoor and outdoor exercises
This exercises set is comprehensive and there are series for every
age group, starting from the age of 4 or 5 and most of them from
the age of 8. Elder people don’t have to be distracted by these
young ages, years of experience tell us that the age is of no
importance, everybody likes the exercises and thinks
they are challenging and fun to do. On this day there
are 46 series, a total of more than 3000 cards.

The main advantages:



















The preparation time is minimal.
The exercises can be held on the school grounds within the teaching period, without distant
displacements.
The duration of an exercise is controllable. A teacher cannot exceed the admitted time limit. The
exercises are well limited and executable within a period of teaching.
There are series with objects and series that can be done on a (standard) terrain such as a
basketball field.
There is no need for a specific map of a school area.
A class can count up to 30 students. The exercises are made in such a way that as much students
as possible can start at the same time and they should stand still as little as possible.
Young people can sometimes be hard to motivate to practice sports. For that reason the exercises
are made in an extra challenging and fun way, including adventurous and playful elements in
several degrees of difficulty and they are unaware of the physical aspect.
“Cheating” and “sabotage” are avoided.
The exercises can, according to the weather circumstances, be held in or outside.
Disabled people can participate too.
The degree of difficulty varies. Within a series (or setup), the exercises vary in difficulty. The degree
of difficulty is illustrated with stars on top of each card. The more stars (in black), the more difficult
the exercise. This is particularly challenging for the faster runners, while in the meantime the
slower runners can do the same kind of exercise.
The exercises become more difficult when the distances between the objects are increased.
The exercises can be executed in a competition or against time.
Many exercises can be done as a relay
The exercises can also be used as warming up or as a training activity by club members.
The complete set of exercises is explained in detail in plain text in combination with visual
information for each exercise and its difficulty degree.

Some examples:

The classic concept
For every series there is a master map (with the control numbers) and one or several maps with
solutions. According to the setup of the master map, the solutions match those of the solution
cards. Every series has a large number of different small courses that can be executed in the
chosen setup.












The starting point (triangle with a letter) is situated on de edge of the area. Between 2 and 24
starting places are possible, all according to the chosen setup. The finish can be at any
starting place on the edge.
On the cards a clear north arrow is visible mostly on top of the card but sometimes
also in between the tasks.
The North is indicated by a board, a sign on the wall or by another large object. The
north doesn’t have to match the real north (but it is with some setups possible to use
the real North)
The controls have to be taken in the right order.
Each time the runners notes down the number of
the exercise and the number of the controls.
They write them down in the provided place of
the control cards.
It is also possible to make groups of 2 runners, one runner executes the exercise and the other calls
out the number of the control to his colleague who notes it down on the control card. Then they
switch positions. This way the runner who does the exercise can fully concentrate on the exercise
and can keep contact with the map.
The teacher can check the solutions himself, or put them up, so that the runners can check for
themselves to see if they have done a good job.

The electronic concept: the eSyGo and EasyGec
A custom made electronic time registration set, developed by
SPORTident, makes the exercises of Go4O even more attractive and
provides an automatic control of the correct execution. The eSyGo
(pronounced as easygo) is a complete set of electronical numbers (to
replace the classical controls and chips (named SI-cards to replace the
pencil). The exercises, when executed, are verified by PC and the
software EasyGec (made by Thierry Porret - FRA).
The big advantage is that runners no longer need to write down the
numbers and so the execution speed increases (as well as the
physical component). The runners ‘punch’ the control and the running time is calculated. The
runners reward is a nice smiley (and sound) at the readout. Fun granted for young and old.

Of course the eSyGo offers the possibility to make the exercises more challenging and more
competitive and certainly more fun to do. Cheating is no longer possible and the same control can
be used several times in one exercise. Now exercises of 20 controls are possible instead of being
limited to exercises with 7 controls. Many exercises can be done as duels or can be executed by 4
runners at a time.
With EasyGec the teacher has the possibility
to monitor the evolution of a session. A table
with the courses done by the runner is made,
yellow is the fastest on a course, green is ok
and red is a mistake. Note that it is possible to
correct a red field, the runner just has to do the course again without mistakes. This is a huge
motivation for students to do better and improve.
The eSyGo can of course also be used for many other activities. It is perfect for running exercises
(shuttle run ...), mixed activities (run-bike), obstacle races and so on. In short, for all timed
activities and were a number of unmanned control points are necessary to avoid cheating.

Simulation training
The purpose of the Go4O simulation training is to occupy the mind and to train certain aspects of
orienteering while running. It is very simple to organize. According to the age of the runner and
the difficulty of the exercise a certain distance of loop is chosen. A set of exercises and next to it
a paper for the answers is put out for each participant. At the start the runner receives his card
with a task and he runs his loop. Coming back at the start he fills out the solution on the answer
sheet, takes the next card and starts the next loop. At the end of the exercise there is an
evaluation.
These trainings do not replace a real orienteering training but they help to improve certain
orienteering techniques. For the younger ones this can be improving the knowledge of the
symbols and understanding the map. For more experienced runners it can be about
understanding the contours, spotting details and memorizing them.
The differentiation of the degree of difficulty is done by a color code, from yellow, green, blue,
red to black. Very often, both sides of the cards are used to make the exercises more difficult as
shown on the example below.

Some other examples:

Learning on the Go
Last but not least, Go4O wants to contribute
in the promotion of physical activity while
learning. Students spent too much time
behind their desks or computer while the
combination of a physical and mental activity
is much better. Therefore, Thierry Porret has
developed a new free software called
AbcGec. This software allows to make
conversion tables for figures and letters to control stations. The courses are replaced by tasks that
a student has to solve for example 7x5=35 and the software automatically generates the correct
order of the eSyGo station numbers. The reward is the same, a green or a red smiley. In case of a
red smiley, the given solution is compared with the correct solution.
Some examples:

Of course, it’s also possible to do the exercises manually and just to write the solutions on a paper.

The mutual engagement
Before purchasing a set of exercises the engagement has to be signed (for the indoor and outdoor
exercises and/or for the simulation exercises). It states that the user will respect the copyright (©)
of Go4orienteering. On the other hand the user gets a lifetime free update of all new or adapted
exercises and new ideas can be suggested.
For more information please visit our website: www.go4orienteering.org or mail us:
info@go4orienteering.org.

